Proof of Claims & Bankruptcy Monitoring
Peritus has developed a proprietary claims management system
that optimizes the claim filing process, ensuring that all claims
are filed with supporting documentation in an accurate, timely
and automated fashion.
Filing a Proof of Claim (POC) can be complicated.
With individual logins for each of the 90+ districts, the unique requirements each court has for submitting a
claim, the seemingly endless cycle of changes to the petition, the formal objections that add insult to injury, not
to mention keeping employees up to date on all the rule changes, you might be wondering: “Why should I file
a Proof of Claim?” – and if you are like most companies, you don’t even bother…but you are missing out on
the opportunity to increase your bottom line!
Peritus can HELP!
We utilize a proprietary, automated filing system and have optimized the
overall processes to make POC filing as simple as tying your shoes. We can use
this expertise to help you!
The best part is that even though you’re using our process, everything is in your
name - including the checks! Using our service results in fewer hassles from
start to finish, each step reducing your overhead and increasing your bottom
line!

5 Reasons to let Peritus
file your Proof of claims
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Accuracy
Efficiency
Compliance
Lower Cost
Scalable

Send your File to Peritus – We provide you with a standard template to ensure you know what information is
required.
Peritus Loads the Cases – Once we have your case information, we load it into our system which then
automates the process
POC’s Filed – Peritus creates the document format and receive immediate response that the claim has been
accepted or rejected.
Filing Proof of Claims - We file every proof of claim against a secured debt accurately, on time, and
according to the unique procedures of each of the nearly 100 bankruptcy courts.
Tracking Proofs of Claim: We monitor and track every filing to ensure that claims have been accurately
recorded in the court system until an account is liquidated
Peritus uses customer account information and bankruptcy case information to file fully conforming secured or
unsecured Proofs of Claim which perfect customer’s claim to disbursements out of the bankruptcy proceeding.

Bankruptcy Monitoring
Peritus provides an automated bankruptcy notification solution designed to deliver timely and accurate
bankruptcy information. Our solution defines new bankruptcy filings and provides credit grantors all case
updates daily.
This simplifies the process of locating new bankruptcy information as it occurs. Customers have multiple
custom options to receive only the cases of interest to them by chapter type, by date, by status of the case.

